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Abstract

HPAI has become endemic in most parts of Indonesia despite the interventions that
have been implemented by the government and international organisations. The current
situation and applied control measures will be shortly presented and discussed. The main
programme increasingly implemented in Indonesia is the Participatory Disease Surveillance
and Response (PDSR), an active search for AI like cases on village level followed by adapted
control measures in case of an outbreak. Although the PDSR programme was able to
sensitize farmers on the clinical manifestation of the disease as well as simple measures
that can be applied in the villages to prevent exposure and limit spread, there is a growing
fear that the persistence of the disease in the country is causing apathy amongst the
farmers and PDSR officers. The International Livestock Research Institute (ILRI) has
profound experience on participatory approaches and expanded its activities recently also
to SE Asia, Indonesia. One of the ILRI research activities in Indonesia is the Operational
Research Project (ORI). The overall objective is to determine and evaluate different control
strategies (treatment sets) that would work under the local circumstances. The study
targets backyard chickens and the treatment sets to be evaluated include: preventive mass
vaccination against AI, preventive mass vaccination against AI and Newcastle disease,
and culling with compensation fully provided. The baseline treatment level would be the
control measures being implemented by the PDSR program, which include disinfection,
community education and focal (voluntary) culling as compensation funds are often not
available. The main research will be supported by limited targeted research activities like
specific vaccination trials and sensitivity/ specificity studies on the currently applied PDSR
programme. In addition base line data will be collected for each District (e.g. on household
level, poultry movement and population). Selected preliminary results of the on-going
project will be presented.
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